
>> Good afternoon.  Welcome to Tips for Running an Effective Core Team Meeting and How It Impacts 

The Implementation Success.  Sharing her knowledge and experience with us on this topic is Alyson 

Fisher.  She's a school counselor in Steel Valley School District in Western Pennsylvania, and she's an 

internal coach for two School-Wide Positive Behavior Support teams.  Welcome, Alyson. 

>> Good afternoon.  Somehow I managed to get strong armed into presenting twice today.  So, for many 

of you I'm seeing you for the second time and I appreciate you coming out.  One of the things that is most 

important to our school-wide team in Steel Valley is our universal team or our core team as we call it.  

Without that team we would not be where we are today with implementation in our district.  So, I wanted 

to take this opportunity to share with you.  Actually the intent was for the entire team to be here sharing 

with you today.  However, a end of May conference in the last two weeks of school makes subs very 

difficult, so it ended up being me.  Between pre-school graduations and not being able to get subs and an 

administrator and counselor are not being able to be out of the building at the same time we end up with a 

one-man band.  So, Tips for Running an Effective Core Team Meeting.  Before we get started, for those 

of you that weren't here earlier with me, I am a school counselor in the Steel Valley School District.  I 

have been there for about 13 years.  I -- I'm in currently in an elementary building 135.  I service an 

internal coach for the other elementary building that is also 135.  And I serve as the counselor for the 

kindergarten center as well.  I also am a wife, mom, aunt, daughter, sister, library board member and the 

go-to person for any party event activity, anything in school or at home.  So, planning something like this 

seemed natural to do.  I do choose to work in the elementary school within our district that has the lower 

economic status because I do have a special place in my heart for disadvantage children and families.  I 

really enjoy working with them.  I do also -- I have adopted a philosophy probably about seven or eight 

years ago that I want to make sure that in the seven hours a day that I have those kiddos that all of their 

basic needs are being met, that we're giving them social, emotional stability, and that I can give them 

some comfort in those seven hours.  I do know that I can't control what happens outside of the building 

and that was a very hard pill to swallow.  I wanted to fix life for all kids all day long and we just can't take 

that task on.  So, in doing that, we adopted school-wide positive behavior support as a framework in our 

district and I service the internal coach on two teams.  So, that's a little bit about who I am and what my 

role is in our district.  We have been at Barrett Elementary School for six years completing the framework 

for school-wide positive behavior support and in Park Elementary School they have been active for about 

two years.  And our middle school is in the beginning phases of implementation and we're hoping that 

they get often running soon.  I believe that school-wide has remained the part of our school system 

because it's not a cookie cutter model or program or something that we can't get board with and it falls out 

the window.  We reinvent it, we adopt it, we make it work for us every year, which means that that core 

team has to be the center of our program.  So, there's a couple questions when you're deciding on your 

core team.  Who should be on your core team?  In our district, well, this is the general list of who should 

be on your core team.  All teams are going to look a little bit different because you're going to decide what 

works for your school.  But these are the areas to consider when you're talking about your core team, an 



administrator, key person on your core team.  If you don't have an administrator on your core team that 

supports what you're doing you're not going to get very far.  We've had to change over of the 

administration and both of our buildings.  One, the administrator that came in had been involved with 

school-wide and this transition went very smoothly.  And the other one it's a principal that had never been 

involved with school-wide and we've spent the year kind of bringing him up to a parse to where we want 

to be as a team.  Having your school counselor or behavior specialist, whatever role you use in your 

district is important, that mental health component, the counseling pieces, key on a core team, regular 

education teachers, special education teachers, special subject area teachers, music.  The music teacher 

can be a key on your team if you can get them involved.  Paraprofessionals, parents, school resource 

officers if you are so luckiest to have one.  We don't.  School nurses and then representatives from 

partnering agencies, we partner with two mental health agencies and value their input into things even 

though they're unable to attend every meeting that we have.  So, those are people to consider when 

you're piecing together a core team.  And then you have to figure out what's feasible, who's going to be 

able to make it, and move on from there.  Members of your team should be good communicators.  So, 

sometimes if you have a very vocal staff person that likes to disseminate information they might be a 

good person to drag onto your team.  They have to have the capacity to attend your meetings and they 

have to be willing to carry out tasks.  Your internal coach or team facilitator cannot run this alone.  So, 

making sure that each member strategically placed on a team is really important.  Can't be somebody 

who manages paperwork like this, it's not a good team member.  Determining your team member roles, 

there's a few roles that are crucial and extremely important that you must have on your team and then 

we'll go on to talk about the extra ones to add on there.  An internal coach is someone who's trained in 

implementing school-wide with fidelity so that he or she make correct and prompt the team.  That's kind of 

the role that I have taken in both teams.  One building more than others I do a better job at that.  The 

other building I kind of do in a few--a few different roles.  But it's important to have somebody to kind of 

keep you moving and keep you guided in the right direction.  An administrator and I've capitalized it.  It is 

so crucial to have your administrator on board.  They don't have to be the leader of your team but they 

must be a part of your team.  The facilitator of your meet--or of your team, they're the ones that prepare 

the meeting agenda and kind of guide and lead your meeting.  Data, it's very important that somebody is 

pinpointed to take care of your data, both entering your data and preparing reports for the meetings.  The 

first year I thought I could enter it, prepare the reports, be the facilitator and the internal coach doesn't 

work very well.  So, now we have kind of divvy that up and we actually build into the schedule for our 

reading specialist and one of the special education teachers.  They take care of all the data entry and 

preparing all the reports for the team and so we felt that that was extremely important to build in there 

because data is such a key piece of your team meetings.  A note taker, you have to have good notes.  

Our note taker is extremely diligent, comes into my office with the computer already open and is ready to 

type before any words come out of our mouth.  She's amazing.  We have created a template that we use 

to take all of our notes.  I don't believe that it's important that you use a certain format to do that other 



than that you keep some key things in your notes so which we'll talk about further on.  But making sure 

that you have those good notes and that we actually email our notes to everybody in the team, usually 

within an hour of our meeting.  And then we also keep a hard copy in a binder.  Additional roles can vary 

beyond that.  We have created different roles based on our needs and based on the direction that our 

team is going.  We've had a fundraiser coordinator.  This young lady keeps track of all the--we have a 

staff snacks store in our teachers' room and that's how we kind of keeping an ongoing little bit of slush 

fund for ourselves to use for school-wide.  So, she takes care of going to Sam's Club in Costco and, you 

know, purchasing all of these things and then turning in the receipts to get reimburse.  She just keeps that 

going and going.  She also gathers all the information about fundraisers.  We do not have a budget line in 

our district for school-wide so we have to fundraise to maintain everything and keep it going.  So, we 

found that it was important to have somebody in charge of those things.  Acknowledgements, is 

something as silly as making sure that your--whatever your paper acknowledgements are, whether they 

are bear box or we have bear paws, the others one school has power cards.  Whatever they are there's 

nothing worse than needing to replenish your stock and go in the drawer and there's nothing there.  So, if 

somebody is fully designated for us to just make sure they're always copied and put in the drawer and 

that's really helpful.  In addition in one of the buildings we do a lot of pre -- they call it presale that they 

want to know how many things to buy for their next acknowledgements so they will presale in the rooms 

and the teachers have list of which kids have earned.  So, we have a staff member that keeps track of all 

of that for the acknowledgement so they just report to the person who's purchasing everything.  You need 

to buy 200 of this or -- and that helps.  That divvy is up to work.  We have combined the Olweus Bully 

Prevention Program with school-wide in our building so we added two team members when we combined 

those to primarily be responsible for putting together the classroom meetings that matter, lessons, the 

cool tools, all of the things that come with the prevention piece with Olweus.  So, we have them, you 

know, those two being the Olweus coordinators through our team.  We have a school store.  It started out 

as being something that kids could use bunny or bear paws we're now strictly a bear paw school store.  

And so we have one staff member totally taking care of the school store, when they shop, how they shop, 

the actual shopping and all of the ordering of the supplies.  So, that's all taken care of under one role.  

Staff acknowledgements, this is an area that we are going to be starting next year because it's the area 

that we miss out on every year.  It's the easiest one to forget.  It needs to be a priority.  If you're not 

rewarding your staff and you're not role modeling acknowledgments I don't feel like we're 100% doing the 

best that we can.  So, one of our folks on our team will become the staff acknowledgement person just to 

make sure that it's happening for next year.  We have also had some conversation about next year 

incorporating the safety and crisis management team through our core team.  So many issues dealing 

with behavior, unsafe behaviors, unsafe things within the building, unsafe traffic patterns, all of those 

things start coming up and we have two separate committees.  So, we need to kind -- we're gonna find a 

way to incorporate those things together through our core team as well.  So, as you can see your needs 

in your building will dictate all of the different roles that people will take on in your team.  Meeting times, 



when we first started meeting our meeting time was 3:00 in the afternoon after our long day with 

misbehaving children.  We didn't feel very good at those meetings and our meetings were quite 

unproductive as we -- all we did was complain and cry to each other about how awful our day was and 

say that every kid in the building was terrible.  We just had a very unclear distorted vision of what our 

school was really like because of the time of day we were meeting.  So, we made sure for us it was better 

to meet in the morning.  So, we flip-flopped and we actually have time built in from 7:30 to 8:00 in the 

morning.  We meet everyday six of our six-day rotation from 7:30 to 8:00 regardless their--that meeting is 

only cancelled one time a year and that's PSSA testing week because I can't disseminate test books and 

meet at the same time in my office.  But that is the only meeting we ever cancel.  It's consistent.  

Everybody knows.  Day six comes the core team meets at 7:30 and we meet regardless.  It has to be a 

good time for all team members and I think I had said earlier if you were in the session I was in that this 

isn't 100% the best time for everyone.  Community members, parents, agencies, that's a tough time for 

them, that 7:30 to 8:00 in the morning.  So, we have found ways to involved them and to communicate 

with them outside of that timeframe.  So, ideally we would like to change our time and make it better but 

for now 7:30 to 8:00 works for us.  But the most important piece is to be consistent and make sure that it's 

happening.  Now, through school-wide it's recommended that we do that at least by weekly.  We felt that 

was too inconsistent.  We had to meet every -- once every six days to make it work.  Most of us don't 

have free time and most of us feel like that at 3:00 in the afternoon.  An agenda, key point to come into a 

meeting.  The meetings that we don't have a good agenda prepared are the meetings that we struggle 

with, because somebody will bring up a topic and then another one comes up and then another one 

comes up and we end up really off task and accomplishing nothing.  It's really, really important to stick to 

an agenda.  In our team meeting our facilitator creates the agenda and then kind of keeps us on track.  

And if there's other things that we want to discuss and there's time at the end we'll add them to that, but 

for the most part we stick to our agenda.  We also start our rotation at the beginning of the year and 

change the content of our--of our agenda.  So, the first time we meet it's about school-wide 

acknowledgement planning, the second six-day rotation is Olweus, the third is data review, the fourth is 

school-wide corrective planning from the data the week before and then we start that all over again.  And 

we just keep going in that order the whole way through the school year.  It has forced us to stay focused.  

It has given us some guidance and direction and really kept us on task.  Action planning, I have never in 

any of my years in education learned how to use data until this whole school-wide initiative and 

implementation came into play.  We really use our data for action planning.  We really use our data for 

action planning.  We really use the information from our BOQ that we complete together from the school 

safety survey at the end of the year, from the self assessment survey.  We really take that data from our 

teachers and from our team and we really put it into use, we actually write out the action plan that they 

recommend and we plan our whole year based off of that action planning.  And so in our action planning 

and in our, you know, note taking from our agendas we make sure there's a specific plan in place to 

address the issue.  We identify who's going to be responsible.  I know we've all sat at meetings where we 



talked about an issue, never designate anyone to take care of it and the issue still there month after 

month after month.  If we don't designate who's going to take care of it, it's never going to happen.  So 

designating who is responsible to address that issue is key and then also when we expect it to be 

completed, we set goals for our self and we set timelines and do we always meet them?  Absolutely not, 

but we put them in there so that we, we keep ourselves moving and we always know what the to-do lists 

is, I live my life on post-it notes, you know, my former intern is here and she just said, "I use the post-it 

note method."  I am a post-it note person with my to-do lists but there -- they come right from my action 

planning right from knowing what we need to do and then I transfer mine to post-it notes and leave them 

on my desk.  We have to keep up with the plan and then we just check off items as they go.  So ideally, 

your action plan at the beginning of your year, you work on at all through the year and by the end of the 

year we should have all of the items checked off in the perfect world.  But we do--we do work on that and 

we should strive to make that happen.  This is just an example of some of our critical elements from our 

action plan, what we came up with that we needed to do to address that, who was going to do it and 

when we expected that to happen.  As you can see faculty commitment was in there.  One of the things 

that we've been working on for years and having quite mastered is the faculty incentives, the data sharing 

monthly at faculty meetings and then teacher duties was also an issue that have kept coming up so, we 

mapped those out and then just checked them off, it's an easy format to use.  As I think I have just said, 

the benchmarks of quality is something that we use.  Fortunately, we try and complete that as early as 

possible in the springs so that everything doesn't come at the end of the year.  Self assessment survey 

and the school safety survey, we've tried lots of different ways to do that, our best response has been 

when we set aside a faculty meeting or sometime when we all go to the computer lab and do it together.  

We don't get as great of a response when we just say, "Here is the open window, here's the directions, do 

it at your leisure."  We have not found that to be extremely effective for us but we've done it both ways in 

both buildings so behavioral data from (SWIS).  We like to pull those year end reports and it gets even 

more exciting now that we have multiple year reports and we can compare one year to the other.  It really 

does show progress in many areas.  And then we also kind of look at our academic data, we are a 

focused school at Barrett Elementary and so we know that we have a lot of academic issues to address 

as well.  So we try and work on those hand in hand with our behavioral needs.  The universal core team 

is the nucleus of school-wide.  Failure to have a successful team results in unsuccessful school-wide 

positive behavior support.  Our team members with -- a couple of different things with -- we don't keep the 

same roles every year other than if -- I mean obviously your administrator should administrator your 

internal coach as your internal coach but as far as the note taker, the facilitators, the staff, the school 

store, the staff store, this fund raising, all of those we have done it two ways.  A, we have allowed the 

principal to choose who those people are going to be.  Another way we've done it is we've mixed it up 

within our team like everybody picks a new role for the year.  At January it's a new excitement, gets 

people to kind of not get in that mundane going on and on and on kind of day.  We've really just kind of 

allow them to pick what their involvement is going to be through choosing those different things.  So that's 



become extremely useful way of managing our team, we actually just had one of our teams kind of was 

falling apart and I just sat down with them in December and said, "Okay.  Let start some new roles."  We 

tossed them all up in the air, everyone took a new one and suddenly they're up and moving and running 

again.  So, sometimes just giving choice allows for some buy in even within your team and that's 

extremely helpful.  So, when your team is failing there's lots of things we need to start over.  It's not okay 

to say, "Oh, my team is failing, we're just going to throw school-wide out the window and we're going to 

be done with it."  I think it's here for a long time and I think it's a framework that we are all going to be 

required at some point to implement within our schools."  Look at who's on your team again.  Maybe 

there's a team member that's kind of going viral and maybe you need to offer them an -- to opt out.  

Maybe there is somebody outside that just came into the building and really you need to get them 

involved and get them in there. I said before to kind of look those key people that kind of are good 

communicators, if you know what I mean that get the information out there, those are the people you 

need to buy in and get on your team.  Look at the roles, toss them up if you need to make sure that 

there's that consistent meeting time and hold people accountable for not attending.  I can honestly say 

that's not been an issue in either one of our teams that people have not attended it's an expectations set 

aside by the administration and kind of a duty that we attend those meetings.  The agenda is key sticking 

to that agenda -- believe me there's a million things we could all talk about when we get together but 

that's not our goal, our goal is to make this team move forward and that's what we need to stick to when 

we're there.  Action plan, action plan, action plan, I say that enough times.  If we don't use action planning 

and we don't really map that out.  Actually this concept was brought to my attention a few years back 

even before I was involved with school-wide under the kind of role of project management through a 

summer camp that I was directing and I thought it was the craziest concept ever of like mapping all of 

these stuff out until I watched a summer camp for 200 kids come together with two, you know, a team of 

two or three of us putting that together because we stuck to that action planning and getting all these 

tasks done and I was required to submit that to my supervisor all the time with checking off the boxes and 

the dates and it really is a form of disciplining yourselves in your team to get things done.  And then 

keeping things organized, if we keep things like that pile a paper in that slide, that's not going to help us at 

all.  We have a binder in our office where all the notes go, everything is kept there, we can always 

referenced it, I keep them organized by year, so if we still remember when three years ago we did this I 

can pull that binder out and look through that year of that information and that's very helpful because 

school-wide doesn't look the same for us year to year, doesn't even look the same for us month to month.  

We map out a calendar system for the year at in -- we meet -- one team that I work with meets in June 

and plans for next year and one team meets in August and plans for next year.  So the secretaries make 

calendars for September through June and then fill in all the school calendar dates and the days off and 

then we fill in all the school activities and then we start to map out our school wide acknowledgements 

and systems and assemblies map them out and we try and go two or three months ahead so they were 

always striving to meet those plans.  Last minute planning isn't good for us; it isn't good for the kids.  The 



parents actually get a copy of that calendar as well so that they know what to look forward to and how to 

engage in conversation with their kids outside of school.  And a teacher's job is to take a bunch of 

livewires and see that they are well grounded.  So we have a tough tasks to do everyday and so taking 

extra time to do school-wide positive behavior support is not always easy so if we kind of get that half 

hour in we do that planning, we work towards our tasks, and follow our calendar and just kind of work to 

the calendar then we can spend our time taking care of these things during the course of the school day 

instead of worrying about backtracking and planning and doing all of these things on the side.  And that 

was the end.  Anybody -- there's lots of ideas that folks have about core team meetings and how your 

teams are run, those were just some of the ones that our building uses and have each building that I work 

in uses and that have worked for us because I don't think that school-wide would be where we are today if 

our core team would not have been so persistent.  We had 40 teachers furloughed a few years back and 

my building happened to be the one that got an entire new teaching staff minus about five of us.  So we 

have overhauled our team an entire time and then changed over administrators.  But using that 

framework that we just described to manage the team meeting and keeping a couple of key people in 

there, we were able to kind of float on through with very little interruption to our system.  Does anybody 

have any questions, comments, things to add about your team, yes? 

>> What should be assemblies of acknowledgements based on the examples of the things that you do to 

[inaudible] 

>> We try and include each month, the question was, "What are some of the acknowledgments 

assemblies and things that we put on our calendar?"  We -- our focus this past year has been on 

acknowledging students who don't have any office discipline referrals so each month or quarter we try 

and incorporate a no referral activity whether it was doing dance lessons with the dance instructor that 

came into the building having an ice cream party, we -- I mentioned before we played minute to win it 

games and did an activity day and that activity was only open and available to students who had no 

discipline referrals for the -- it was either the nine weeks or the month whatever we chose to set the time 

frame for.  We also do a our token economy as little bear paws so we would do a pause for something at 

lunch whether it was pause for popcorn, pause for popsicles, pause for an ice cream treat, pause for 

chips each month we would incorporate one day where I will stand in the cafeteria and pass out items for 

them supplying bear paws.  We would also incorporate on our calendar a perfect attendance, we focus on 

attendance every quarter and did an attendance based on perfect attendance whether it was a movie, an 

activity something that they could do--trying to think what else is on our calendars.  Pause for play, we do 

offer that once a month for every homeroom, our gym teacher has offered to do some extra playtime in 

coordination with the homeroom teachers, kids pay 10 bear paws and they get an extra 20 minutes of 

playtime at the end of the day.  Very inexpensive something they love to do.  We do at the end of the year 

each year at the one building we do a pie in the face or silly stringed your favorite teacher so the kids they 

get to attend, they're the kids that haven't had any discipline referrals in the fourth quarter and then we 

randomly pull names out of -- out of that category you know you always don't want to pied by every kid in 



your building.  So try and get the ones that have shown positive behavior in the school and we pull raffle 

tickets out for them to either teachers can volunteer to get a whip cream pie in the face or a can of silly 

string.  Although if I have any recommendations for the silly string is to make sure they keep a distance 

away from you.  The fumes from those cans are overwhelming and the kids liked to be right in your face 

spraying it, so we have to set some different guidelines this year but that's something they love to do 

that's on our schedule for next week.  We're also doing -- if you had no discipline referrals all year, next 

week we have a donut and a movie for the kids as well so they're really excited about that.  Any other 

questions, yes? 

>> [inaudible] can we talk a little bit about [inaudible] and how is that being coordinated? 

>> Sure.  This -- we use the (SWIS) system so the question was, how do we collect our data and how do 

we put that back out for folks to use?  We do choose to use (SWIS).  We find it to be extremely 

inexpensive and very useful.  We also -- we kind of duly enter our discipline data because our district also 

chooses to used ProSoft.  So in the (SWIS) system that's kind of what we primarily used as a core team, 

we have somebody who enter all of the discipline referrals also in -- what is that called triplicate but I 

actually think we have four.  So one of those forms is ripped off and place in a mailbox where our data 

enters pick that up, they enter the data into (SWIS) right off of the office discipline forms and then they 

keep that up.  They do that -- I think they have two periods a week where they are scheduled to enter that 

data so it's very current and up-to-date and then they're able to pull the (SWIS) reports right out of there 

so that we can review those monthly.  So in May we're going to review April's data we're usually, you 

know, a couple of weeks ahead of our self.  Yes? 

>> When you would use your monthly data [inaudible] like little drawings had [inaudible] 

>> We do things two ways, one is that we check all the reports looking for the most common location, 

how frequently discipline referrals are happening, what are some of the other ones?  Oh, what the 

primary behaviors are that we're seeing, so we look at that over all for the school, but our last report that 

we looked at we do print out by student name, we have started a tier two team which we have combined 

with our SAP Team and my goal is to shift into that team and let the core team keep moving.  But for now 

what we do is we make sure that each one of those kids that is repeatedly getting referrals have some 

sort of interventions in place.  So, yes, we do look like little Johnny had three referrals this week and 

they're all physical aggression, perhaps me as the counselor world now need to call home and we need 

to touch base and schedule SAP meeting and move forward that way.  That also helps us understand 

who's going to move in into the check in/check out system that we have.  We usually have anywhere from 

15 to 20 kids participating in check in/check out intervention, and we have staff, separate staff from our 

team designated to hand them the -- we call them paw cards and they carry them around all day to earn 

their points and then turn them in at the end of the day for a reward if they have earned them.  So we use 

that data to determine who's going to be on check in/check out.  We do child's specific look at data as well 

as the whole school. 



>> How long can [inaudible] reviewing data? 

>> One time… 

>> Every four weeks. 

>> Every four or six day rotations, so it's kind of a little longer than four weeks but one time every six day-

-four or six day rotations. 

>> Okay. 

>> Yes? 

>> Can you describe check in/check out a little bit more and also your teacher acknowledgement? 

>> Sure.  It was asked to describe teacher acknowledgments in check in/check out.  Check in/check out 

is an intervention used for kiddos that are really kind of struggling to just follow the school expectations.  

In the triangle, the lovely education triangle for every framework we do.  We expected 80% of our kids are 

just going to follow the school rules and expectations that are taught with the acknowledgement systems 

we put in place.  About five to ten percent of them are not going to follow that without a little extra boost 

whether its verbal encouragement, a chart to carry around all day where our school expectations are 

listed and they can earn a zero, a one, or a two.  Zero means they weren't following at all, one means 

they did okay, and two means they did a really nice job.  We add up all this points and we hope that at the 

end of the day they have followed expectations at least 80% of the day.  They checked out with the same 

folks that gave them their card in the morning, we call for them to come down at the end of the day.  They 

checked out, they add up their points.  If they had 80% or higher for the day they get bear paws.  That 

they get to take immediately, it's immediate reinforcement for earning on their chart.  If they take it home 

get it signed by their parent and bring it back the next morning they get another bear paw.  So they 

potentially can earn three bear paws for the course of following the schools expectations it gives that little 

extra boost to them to do what they need to do.  And then if that's not working we even take it once step 

further to make these individual charts and then change instead of having just the school expectations.  

We get very specific with what behaviors we're watching or having them monitor.  Yes? 

>> What's the formal [inaudible] that might help? 

>> If you want to look it up it is the formal… 

>> Check in/check out intervention. 

>> …check in/check out intervention… 

>> From Leana Hawkins. 

>> …from Leana Hawkins.0 

>> Sometimes it's called the Behavior Education Program. 



>> Sometimes it's called the Behavior Education Program.  So if you wanna look that up even further.  

Thank you.  And I will also say I mentioned this earlier too but we have -- I didn't mean to do this but I 

ordered a rim of turquoise paper because I liked it and I wanted a different colored paper than we 

standard, you know, the standard Caldi Gold in Rod, the Canary, the -- I wanted something different so I 

ordered this turquoise blue paper and decided that anything that came out of school-wide in Olweus was 

gonna be on turquoise paper.  So check in/check out consequently turned on turquoise paper.  The kids 

loved it, so if I'm moving them from a check in/check out, chart to an individual chart they wanted on the 

turquoise paper now.  So the paper, the color of the paper has become kind of a standard thing that they-

-everything they want to look the same.  So we've been, you know, even when the kids have IEP's and 

they have behavior plans through IEP's, they're even making their special ed teachers come to me to get 

turquoise paper to print their charts out on now.  So it would -- it's kind of become an okay thing it's not a 

negative thing for them to have these at all.  And the second question was? 

>> Teacher acknowledgement. 

>> Thank you, teacher acknowledgements.  This is an area that we struggle with.  I'll be blatantly honest.  

We struggle with keeping up with it but one thing that the other elementary school that I'm not in full time.  

They do and they really like is they have gone down to the local shopping area and they have picked up 

$5 gift cards from multiple stores down there.  And they keep them in their office and when they -- when 

kids turn in their power cards to that building.  They just keep them and put them in a big bin and pull one 

out randomly every week when they have their meeting and when they pull it out whoever's teacher name 

is on the back of that power card because that means they've been passing out power cards.  Then that 

teacher gets to choose from the pile of gift cards.  So that's something that we found to be really effective 

there.  We've tried things like the principal covering their class for an extra prep and then something 

happens in the office then the principal doesn't get there and it falls apart.  So whatever works in your 

building whatever you are able to hold too and be consistent with is probably your best bet, you know, to 

do.  So I really believe that Bear Elementary School where I am at all the time we're gonna end up doing 

the same thing running down to the stores getting a bunch of gift cards just because that can happen 

regardless of what's going on in the office.  To expect the principal to be readily available to go to 

classrooms and cover is really hard.  Parking for us is not a big deal but I've heard of schools doing 

specialized parking spots, um, things like that but that hasn't worked for us.  Does anybody have any 

ideas that have done staff recognition that have worked for them?  Yes? 

>> Real simple one, we have a [inaudible] form in our staff area where the staff recognize other staff and 

be like [inaudible] 

>> Great. 



>> So we will pack it on there and went to [inaudible] we're throwing all the names in the hat and so we 

will have a gift for the [inaudible] on hand.  So, it's a real simple [inaudible] recognitions with all the colors 

too. 

>> That's an excellent way to do it.  They do a staff to staff bulletin board you can make a shout out and 

put something up on the bulletin board about all the staff.  Now that you say that, we did do something 

similar around Valentines Day with that.  I got an owl a foamy owl and put it on the bulletin board and put 

who are Barrett staff and what makes them special and I made little hearts and we put them in the 

teachers room and all the staff wrote positive things about their colleagues and we stack them up on the 

board.  So one step further than would have been to toss all those in a bin pull them out and then offer gift 

cards or things like that from that.  Excellent idea, yes? 

>> If you start everything with that saying that impossible [inaudible] 

>> Right. 

>> So [inaudible] really the principal take care of it [inaudible] 

>> Excellent dress down passes that's another good one. 

>> And they also -- we have recommended [inaudible] so they make a discussion [inaudible] you know. 

>> Like a leave early pass or an… 

>> Teachers they've done a survey again to be [inaudible] and the teacher [inaudible] 

>> Good. 

>> It doesn't [inaudible] so put things that different one and [inaudible] great to everyone besides using 

your brains… 

>> Right. 

>> …and the child ended up [inaudible] 

>> So doing a teacher survey, asking them what they want maybe it's a leave early pass maybe it's an 

arrived late pass depending on what your schedule is.  I know my teachers would love the arrived late 

because many of us, it's a struggle to get out of the door in the morning.  And we have hour, half hour is 

in the morning.  That's when our core team meets but on the other five days that I don't have that 

meeting.  It's a struggle sometimes to get up.  So that's a great idea to make that work.  Any other ideas 

of staff acknowledgements?  Any other questions?  Yes? 

>> Base on the staff acknowledgements on is that [inaudible] 

>> We did it on a random basis that we were just pulling out off -- they were passing out the tokens that 

the bear paws or the power plays and then when the kids would turn them in for paws for treat or for paws 



for play I would throw them in a bin and then I would just pull out of there.  So it was basically a -- if you're 

buying in and you're passing out tokens to the kids I'm gonna reward you by pulling them out of there.  So 

teachers were -- and this happens in every building.  You're not gonna get 100% buy in and we've had 

some teachers in the past that thought it was dumb and they weren't gonna hand out bear paws.  So we 

would ramped it up and make the reward so that their kids would kind of force them to give out the things 

to get the buy in so that we could kind of move forward with that because we've had -- and that was 

specially in our upper grades.  In 5th grade that was a large battle we fought for about two years with 5th 

grade feeling like the kids are too old for this.  This is too elementary and they don't really need to do that 

and so we just kind of ramped up our acknowledgement systems till they got to the point where the kids 

were like, "Look, would you just give us something so we can participate?"  And we -- that's how we got 

them to buy in and now we have a 5th grade team to half buys in now.  So we're halfway there.  There 

was a question in the back?  No.  Yes? 

>>  Who keeps tracking the bear paws?  How can you track those points? 

>> Individually the teachers -- some teachers for the younger grades especially will track them by -- they'll 

make a bulletin board and put envelopes in them.  So when the kids are in them in class they put them 

directly in there envelope.  That have been a lot in the younger grades.  Some of the older grades 

encourage them to put them in a binder or a folder in their desk right away.  We do try and teach the kids 

to be responsible with those bear paws.  So there isn't really a whole lot of external tracking on our part 

after they have earned them.  We do require that every teacher signs the back of there so that we don't 

have any counterfeit bear paws out there because it does happen.  So they either have like their own little 

frogs stand for something that we know belongs to that teacher or their initial at the back of all of them.  

And then we encourage the kids to put their names on them as well but if they don't and they lose them 

we don't make that our issue.  That becomes their problem for not being responsible with that and we 

really try and teach that responsibility.  Yes? 

>> You mentioned that you get a little funding. 

>> Correct. 

>> And what do you with the funding? 

>> We do not get any funding budget wise.  I found -- I actually did not find, I can't say that.  One of our 

team members found a fundraiser through Duquesne Light a few years ago.  That all the kids had to do 

was fill -- have their parents fill out this form about their electric bill or, you know, their electric source and 

turn in their account number and then we would send those and we got $10 per every form and then 

every household that sent one in got a box with light bulbs and weather strips and all kinds of energy 

savings stuff mailed directly to their house.  It was a win-win for us.  We made $4000 on that fund raiser 

alone and we've been living on that $4000, this is our third year.  I'm very good with keeping money.  So 

that was one.  We've done Spirit Nights at Chick-Fil-A.  We've done -- we sold this crazy elasticized shoe 



laces one year.  I try and do things that are low effort on my part with a high return because I don't have 

time to be selling hoagies, making hoagies, selling candy bars.  I don't have time for all of that and neither 

do you.  So we looked for things that are gonna give us kind of a large return.  We also have some retired 

teachers that have sent in checks and said, "Please put this towards school-wide," which has been nice if 

you have a base of retired folks or there's also -- you can also look at your local alliance club, rotary, 

things like that if there's a specific project you're working on.  I really try and find things that cost little, litte 

money.  I mean I have stretch $4000 over, you know, over three years and we still have over a thousand 

left in there.  So we just kind of really stretch it and do a lot of things that don't cost money because I'm 

not into buying kids behavior.  I'm into rewarding them but I don't feel like they need huge extravagant 

things to do that.  Yes? 

>> My question [inaudible] and there was -- do you think [inaudible] to act perfectly, to act accordingly, or 

[inaudible] than everyone else? 

>> Yes. 

>> How do you realize that? 

>> Yes.  And that has been a huge issue that our teachers have complained about.  The question was do 

you see the kids that are on check in/check out in getting that consistent three bear paws everyday 

having more bear paws than the kids that are always acting right in the classroom.  Yes and my answer 

to that is because the teachers come out on me all the time with that.  It is your responsibility as a 

classroom teacher to make sure that you're giving your kids lots of opportunities to earn things.  It is also 

the rest of our responsibilities to have bear paws in our pockets when we we're walking around the school 

building and make sure that we're keeping up with our universal system.  That to me when you have your 

kids at your tier two or your check in/check out level getting more than your universal that tells me there is 

an imbalance and our universal needs to pick up the pace again.  So every time I hear that complaint 

then we take that as, oh, my gosh we better pick up the pace down bellow and make sure -- actually as a 

result of that we created a new program this year called Paws for Principal and on Fridays -- every Friday 

the principal would take two kids from every homeroom that were the good kids that always do what's 

right and he would take them for an activity.  Their names are going a drawing and next week I'll pull one 

and they're going to get a Nook or a Kindle or some electronic reading device for the summer.  So we -- 

that's one way we counteracted that was to like just give them an opportunity to earn something a little bit 

bigger but my response to the teachers was then you need to pick it up in your classroom.  Anything 

else?  All right.  Thank you very much.  Oh, wait we have one more, sorry.  One more and then we will be 

finish, yes? 

>> Is there a certain number of tickets that we advised teachers to give out? 

>> Is there a certain number of tickets that we advised teachers to give out?  When we started we did 

advised that they give out at least 10 a day.  We have allowed that over the last few years to become 



their discretion base on what they're setting up in their classroom in addition to what we have set up for 

the school.  So we do encourage them to kind of gauge that themselves.  Now at the upper grades, they 

probably give less.  Second -- my second grade gives so many bear paws, we have to create activities for 

them to use them for but there are also a very well behave grade level of students.  So it's working for 

them.  So we started out setting that limit and have allowed the teachers to take that on from that point.  

Thank you.  Thank you very much. 

>> Great. 

>> Thank you. 


